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GETTING THERE
Wizz Air flies to 
Sofia from Luton; 
from £36 return 
(wizzair.com). 
Or try easyJet or 
Ryanair.

WHERE TO STAY
The Sofia Hotel 
Balkan is a grand 
choice, its rooms 
filled with heavy 
velvets, gilded 
furniture, opulent 
swagged curtains 
and regal double 

beds. Doubles 
start at £82 
(sofiabalkan.com).

The more 
contemporary 
Sense hotel has 
smart designer 
rooms with
floor-to-ceiling 
windows, and
a rooftop bar 
offering views of 
the green domes 
of the cathedral. 
Doubles start at 
£80 (sensehotel. 
com). 

THE BIG WEEKEND

Bulgaria? That’ll be cheap ski
slopes, high-rise Black Sea
beach resorts and, er, not
much else. Think again.
The capital, Sofia, is one

of eastern Europe’s greatest secrets.
The mountain-ringed, easily walkable 
city, which even has a yellow brick 
road, is layered with Thracian, Roman 
and Ottoman history, with a side order
of post-communist concrete and 
occasionally terse locals. Throw in
pound-a-pint beer and low-cost flights, 
without a single stag do in sight, and you 
have yourself a great-value weekend.

SATURDAY
Morning
Sofians aren’t early risers, so before 
breakfast (most cafes open at 10am at
the weekend), head to the Alexander 
Nevsky Cathedral, built in 1882 to 
honour the Russian soldiers who died 
fighting for Bulgaria’s independence in 
the Russo-Turkish War. The gold- and 
toothpaste-green neo-Byzantine domes 
are best snapped from the pavement at its 
southwest corner. Inside, wade through 
the incense to see the giant chandeliers 
(Place Sveti Aleksandar Nevski).

Buy rose oil (£1.75) from a stall on the 
square (it’s the country’s national flower — 
rub it on your wrists for energy), then join 
the locals at Mekica & Cafe. This small 
shop specialises in mekitsi, a kneaded, 
deep-fried dough that’ll have you 
squidging out of your jeans faster than
you can say “I’ll take another ham and 
cheese, merci” — the French word for 
“thank you” is used by everyone in the 
city (£2; Graf Ignatiev 28). 

Next up is the St George Rotunda,
the oldest building in the city. You’ll find 
its curvy 4th-century red-brick walls 
beneath an archway off Todor Alexandrov 
Boulevard: pop inside for colourful 10th-, 
11th- and 12th-century frescoes, then get 
permission to take a photo with the
stern-looking men in red jackets and 
feathered hats who guard the nearby Cold
War-era Presidency Building. Don’t take 
an unsolicited selfie — there’s a guard 
guarding the guards who’ll get very cross.

Turn around and you’ll see the 
National Archaeological Museum. The 
former Ottoman mosque is now crammed 
with potbellied stone figurines and the 
Valchitran Treasure — 13 gold bowls, cups 
and jugs used by the Thracians, who lived 
here around 1,300BC (£4.50; naim.bg). 

Afternoon
For a taste of Bulgarian fast food, try the 
soups at Supa Star. Wobble your 
chicken broth upstairs and eat beneath 
the cafe’s ceiling art installation of yellow 
napkins (Tsar Shishman; from £2). Then 
grab a drink from Chucky’s Coffee 
House, a Manhattan-esque industrial 
space (£1.50; chuckys.bg), and stroll
along the yellow brick road, or Tsar 
Osvoboditel Boulevard if you’re being 
official. The coloured paving stones were 
a wedding gift to Prince Ferdinand in the 
19th century.

Evening
Time for a drink. Sofia’s glam crowd 
gather at the Sense hotel’s rooftop bar. 
Grab a high table near the windows and 
watch the last of the day’s rays glinting
off the domes of the cathedral and the 
mountains. Try the local rakia brandy, a 
plum-infused eye-waterer. But sip it, it’s 
lethal (drinks from £3.30; sensehotel.com).

Many of the city’s restaurants serve 
food until midnight. Nearby Moma, a 
dining room with colourful portraits and 

In Bulgaria, there’s a yellow brick road, delicious fried 
dough and not a stag do in sight. By Hannah Summers
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scarlet cushions, is the place to soak up 
that rakia with crusty bread and 
traditional dips such as shepherd katuk, 
sheep’s yoghurt with roasted red peppers, 
followed by veal meatballs (mains 
from £5; moma-restaurant.com).

Fancy a nightcap? Join the fashionistas
in the extensive cobbled courtyard at
the central Confetti. Round off the night
with a bottle of Angel, a £10 Bulgarian 
merlot (Graf Ignatiev 4).

SUNDAY
Morning
Grab a bite at your hotel before taking a 
20-minute taxi ride (£5) to the medieval, 
Unesco-protected Boyana Church, 
set in a peaceful garden in one of the
city’s swankier suburbs. You’ll have to 
crouch through a tiny door, then shuffle 
through to a narrow room where the
walls are layered with rust-red, navy and 
mustard-yellow frescoes from the 13th 
century. There’s plenty of paint in Sofia, 
but the chance to peer at these from mere 
inches away puts Boyana’s murals up 
there as the best.

Head back to the city for a walk through
the manicured City Garden, where you 
can join the locals for a game of chess, 
then gawp at the exterior of the National 
Theatre. Dedicated to the 19th-century 
poet, novelist and playwright Ivan Vazov, 
it’s an ornate neoclassical structure
whose facade is decorated with naked 
men and women. You might find it hard
to resist taking a picture of the cherubs’ 
tiny penises — the bloke in charge of the 
building’s restoration painted them gold 
for a laugh. That joke cost him his job 
(new.nationaltheatre.bg). 

Afternoon
Time to meet the local hipsters at
Fabrika Daga, a cafe that serves the best 
flat white in Sofia. Get one to go with your 
banitsa, a squishy egg and pastry dish 
that’s a great mid-afternoon pick-me-up, 
or an equally satisfying slab of gooey 
chocolate orange cake (from £3; 
facebook.com/fabrikadaga). 

Minutes away is the Ancient Serdica 
complex, a collection of eight Roman 
streets discovered in 2011, when the
city’s metro was under construction. 
Outside you’ll see restored stones, while 
Serdika station holds the remains of 
houses and baths, which you can view 
during metro opening hours (6am-11pm). 
By now you’ll have spotted the pert 
breasts and erect nipples of the statue
of Sveta Sophia. Her bronze sculpture 
gazes over the station on a spot that
was once the site of a far less seductive 
statue of Lenin.

Evening
Explore the shoulder-to-shoulder bars 
and cafes that line the pedestrianised 
Vitosha Boulevard, while sampling £1 
beers. Or, if that’s a bit unreconstructed, 
try Memento for champagne or cocktails 
(memento.cafe). Then move on to 
shopska salad — tomato, cucumber, 
peppers, feta — and kavarma, a sloppy
but satisfying pork, vegetable and wine 
stew, at the Izbata Tavern (mains from
£4; izbata.bg).

Join trendy locals for a final hurrah at 
One More Bar. The lamp-lit space is the 
place to linger over a glass of Bulgarian 
red, vegan cocktails or the bar’s cleansing 
herbal tea, which tastes as if it’s been 
infused with every healthy leaf going 
(from £2; Tsar Shishman 12).

Hannah Summers was a guest of Wizz Air 
and Sofia Hotel Balkan
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